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Abstract—Mapping applications that consist of a collection
of cores to FPGA accelerators and optimizing their perfor-
mance is a challenging task in high performance reconfigurable
computing. We present IMORC, an architectural template and
highly versatile on-chip interconnect. IMORC links provide
asynchronous FIFOs and bitwidth conversion which allows for
flexibly composing accelerators from cores running at full speed
within their own clock domains, thus facilitating the re-use
of cores and portability. Further, IMORC inserts performance
counters for monitoring runtime data. In this paper, we introduce
the IMORC architectural template and the on-chip interconnect
and demonstrate IMORC on the example of accelerating the k-th
nearest neighbor thinning problem on an XtremeData XD1000
reconfigurable computing system.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

While research has demonstrated the potential of FPGAs
as acceleration technology since decades, the creation of
accelerators for realistic workloads has been hindered, at least
partially, by the lack of commercially available systems. In the
last years, however, computing system vendors began to offer
machines that combine microprocessors with FPGAs. More
recently, FPGA modules that fit into processor sockets have
been introduced, e.g., [1], and provide a fairly standardized
way of integrating hardware accelerators into mainstream
computing systems.

Developing and optimizing accelerators for such machines
is a challenge. Even if FPGA cores for important algorithmic
kernels become more and more available, combining them
into an overall accelerator remains tricky. Generally, the cores
will show data-dependent runtimes and compete for shared
resources such as external memory or the host interface,
which makes it difficult to decide on a proper number of
cores, their topology, the degree of core-level parallelism, data
partitioning, etc.

In this paper we present IMORC, an Infrastructure for
performance Monitoring and Optimization of Reconfigurable
Computers. IMORC is actually two things, an architectural
template for creating core-based FPGA accelerators and an
on-chip interconnect. The architectural template assists the
designer in combining cores to an overall accelerator and
greatly facilitates design space exploration, core reuse and
portability. The IMORC interconnect relies on a flexible multi-
bus structure with slave-side arbitration and offers FIFOs,
bitwidth conversion, and performance monitoring. Especially

performance monitoring is indispensable for debugging and
optimizing FPGA accelerators.

The contributions of this paper are the presentation of the
novel IMORC architectural template and on-chip interconnect,
and an IMORC-based accelerator case study for the Xtreme-
Data XD1000 reconfigurable workstation.

There are several related approaches for connecting cores
in an FPGA-based accelerator. For Xilinx FPGAs, the IBM
CoreConnect [2] bus architecture is available which provides
several different buses: the high-speed processor local bus,
the now deprecated on-chip peripheral bus for lower speed
communication and the device control register bus. Other
examples for on-chip buses are Whishbone [3] and AMBA [4],
which can be used as shared bus but can be also configured to
more complex topologies. However, all these systems require
the cores to communicate with the bus at the same clock
frequency. When using cores running at different speeds,
designers are forced to create proper wrappers around the cores
to resynchronize data.

A different communication approach is slave-side arbitra-
tion provided, for example, by Altera’s Avalon [5] intercon-
nect. Principally, Avalon employs one bus per slave core,
allows to place cores into different clock domains, and features
a performance counter core, which makes it somewhat similar
to IMORC. As an on-chip interconnect, however, IMORC
show more flexibility in forming core topologies and placing
performance counters.

A distinctive feature of IMORC is the provision of per-
formance counters which can be used for monitoring the
execution and optimizing the performance. Data from these
counters can be used for model-based performance prediction,
as in e. g., [6], in order to calibrate the model with data
measured on a real system.

In [7], Shannon et al. introduce the SIMPPL framework for
connecting different cores in an FPGA using asynchronous
FIFOS, which decouple control and data path and allow
for placing cores in different clock domains. IMORC uses
a similar concept but offers more flexibility by supporting
data width conversions between cores and providing built-in
support for performance counters.
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II. IMORC ARCHITECTURE TEMPLATE

IMORC assumes that an application is decomposed into
multiple communicating cores, which encapsulate computa-
tions and access to memory and external communication
interfaces. A key element of IMORC is its on-chip network
for connecting these cores within the FPGA. To achieve high-
throughput communication with minimal congestion, IMORC
relies on a multi-bus architecture with slave-side arbitration.
In this section, we present the basic elements of IMORC and
show how accelerators with different network topologies are
created.

A. Cores, Links, and Channels

IMORC cores access the on-chip communication infrastruc-
ture via ports. There exist two types of ports, denoted as
master and slave ports. A link between two cores can only be
formed by connecting a master with a slave port. IMORC uses
unidirectional buses and differentiates between commands
(requests) and data transfers. Hence, each link splits into
three channels, a request channel (REQ), a master-to-slave
channel (M2S), and a slave-to-master channel (S2M). The
REQ channel is used for transmitting write or read requests
from the master to the slave port. Data is transferred from
the master to the slave port via an M2S channel, and from
slave to master port via an S2M channel, respectively. A link
must comprise at least the REQ channel and can, additionally,
specify M2S and S2M channels.

Figure 1a details the signals for an IMORC link, basically
consisting of a data bus and two handshake signals for each
channel. The REQ channel uses a data bus req to transmit
request packets and the two handshake signals req_wait and
req_wr on the master side or req_rd on the slave side,
respectively. A request packet specifies the command, write or
read, the destination address, the number of words to write or
read, and an optional user-defined field. The data to be written
or read is then transferred over the M2S and S2M channels.
The destination address is interpreted by the slave port. For
example, a memory controller core will use the destination
address to access the attached memory, and a compute core
could use it to select between a set of internal registers.

IMORC inserts asynchronous FIFOs into each channel
which allows us to operate each core at its maximal speed
in its own clock domain. This allows for example to operate
memory cores at their top speed and, possibly, provides
sufficient bandwidth to serve several compute cores. Moreover,
the additional FIFO storage in the network decouples core
execution which, depending on the actual application, can help
to improve performance.

In case the data bitwidth of master and slave ports differ,
IMORC inserts a bitwidth conversion module into the link.
The bitwidth conversion modules are placed before the FIFOs,
which always have the same bitwidth as the slave ports. The
conversion from a wide master word to a small slave word is
straight-forward and involves several writes to the FIFO for
one word sent by the master. Converting from small master
to wide slave words is more complex. In such a case the

bitwidth conversion module generates a set of sub-word write
enable signals to mask the sub-word within the slave word
that is to be written. As a consequence of these bitwidth
conversion modules, a compute core with a 32bit interface
can be connected to a memory core with a 64bit interface, and
also to a 256bit interface without any change in the compute
core itself. This greatly facilitates reuse of cores and porting
applications to different accelerator platforms. The integration
of the FIFOs and the bitwidth conversion module into an
IMORC link is shown in Figure 1a.

B. Network Topology and Arbitration

An application typically comprises several IMORC cores
connected in a certain topology. Each core can have an
arbitrary number of master and slave ports, hence, connecting
master and slave ports in a 1:1 fashion is basically sufficient to
build arbitrary topologies. However, as this approach requires
cores with a rather high number of master and slave ports,
IMORC supports 1:n, m:1, and m:n connections as well.

A 1:n connection allows a master port to address several
slave ports at once. To this end, the signals req_wr and
m2s_wr are turned into vectors. By selecting a subset of
these write enable signals, the master may issue multi-cast
or even broad-cast request messages and data writes. The wait
signals from the individual FIFOs also form a vector and are
routed back to the master port. IMORC even supports the S2M
channels in a 1:n connection with the restriction that a master
can address only one FIFO to read from at any time.

An m:1 connection allows a slave port to be driven from
several master ports. IMORC employs slave-side arbitration
and inserts an arbiter module right before the slave port.
Figure 1b displays the IMORC interconnect for a 2:1 connec-
tion. In this figure, the optional bitwidth conversion modules
are omitted for the sake of readability. The arbiter contains
FIFOs for REQ, M2S, and S2M channels and each master
port. A selector module SEL in the REQ channel decides
which request is served next. By default the selection is
done in round-robin manner but can easily be changed as
needed, for example to introduce priorities. Once a request
is being processed, the corresponding M2S or S2M channel
in the arbiter is activated to read or write data, respectively. If
required, m:1 and 1:n patterns can be combined to form an
m:n connection.

C. Performance Counters

Optimizing the performance of an application consisting
of multiple cores is not a trivial task and requires to bal-
ance computation speed with communication bandwidth, and
to minimize contention for shared resources, e. g., external
memory. While the IMORC architectural template offers the
designer the freedom to address performance problems, e. g.,
by increasing data widths, replicating compute cores, replacing
a compute core with a higher throughput version, selecting the
appropriate remedy requires information about the dynamic
behavior of the application. To this end, IMORC provides
performance counters attached to the FIFOs within the links
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(b) Arbitration module for a 2:1 connection

Figure 1: Block diagrams of IMORC’s main components

and arbiter modules. For each FIFO, the number of full and
empty events is counted as shown in Figure 1a. In user-
defined time intervals the performance counters are read and
reset, and the event counts are collected by a monitoring core.
Since the cores can operate in different clock domains, the
pure number of events is not sufficient to draw conclusions
about the overall system. Hence, each performance counter
additionally employs a cycle counter that is incremented every
clock cycle. Using the performance counter infrastructure,
designers can monitor the dynamic behavior of an application
and gather information about the cores, e.g., when they start
or stop processing and how much bandwidth they produce
on the different channels. In our current implementation, the
monitoring core is accessed from outside the FPGA via a
JTAG port, which is a highly portable approach that has the
benefit of not affecting the timing of monitored system.

D. IMORC Infrastructure Cores and Accelerator Generation
Besides the on-chip interconnect, IMORC also provides

several infrastructure cores such as memory controllers, a host
interface core and, most importantly, farming cores. A farming
core receives job messages via its slave port and distributes
the jobs among several workers connected to its master port.
Optionally, the S2M channels of the links to the workers
can be used to synchronize for the completion of jobs. We
have decided to offer farming cores as part of the IMORC
infrastructure as the farming pattern of parallel execution is
heavily used by core-based accelerators.

The IMORC architectural template is completely written in
synthesizable VHDL. Specifically, the FIFOs are implemented
based on the techniques described in [8] without using any
architecture specific components, making IMORC a vendor-
neutral tool. The designer can specify many parameters of
the IMORC architectural template before synthesizing an
application to an FPGA target, including data widths of the
channels for each master and slave port, FIFO depths, the

number of masters for each arbiter, etc. To minimize resource
overheads, the actually synthesized IMORC infrastructure is
application-specific, i.e., only the required channels, arbiters
and bitwidth conversion modules are inserted into the design.

III. CASE-STUDY: AN ACCELERATOR FOR THE K-TH
NEAREST NEIGHBOR THINNING PROBLEM

For evaluating the benefits provided by IMORC, we have
ported our accelerator for the k-th nearest neighbor thinning
problem previously presented in [9] to the IMORC infras-
tucture. k-th nearest neighbor methods are widely accepted
methods in, for example, the area of statistics and data analysis
and for solving classification problems. The algorithm receives
as input a number n of vectors which are to be reduced
to k vectors that best represent the distribution of original
vectors. For this purpose, the algorithm starts calculating the
distances between all vectors and sorts these distance values
in ascending order. Beginning with the distance to the second-
nearest neighbor, a vector with unique minimum distance to
another vector is sought and discarded. The algorithm iterates
this scheme until only k vectors remain.

The original accelerator demonstrated in [9] directly
mapped these steps into different compute cores: a distance
calculator, several sorter cores and a discarder module. Since
sorting is the most compute intense task, we provided one
sorter module and one memory block for each solution vector.
This way, the maximum bandwidth of the block memories
could be achieved, but the architecture also restricted the
maximum problem size supported by the core.

For this case study, we have ported the accelerator to the
IMORC architecture. As in our previous implementation, we
have created three types of compute cores for distance calcu-
lation, sorting and discarding. However, the use of IMORC
allowed us to capitalize on three advantages of IMORC:

1) the farming cores allows us to easily build architectures
that use several, load-balanced, distance calculator and
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Figure 2: IMORC KNN accelerator with three distance calculator and sorter
cores mapped to the XD1000 system

#vectors #distcalcs #sorters speedup
1 1 47.44x

256 3 3 59.24x
6 6 62x
1 6 57.49x
1 1 61.48x

1024 3 3 74.41x
6 6 73.13x
1 6 72.85x

Table I: Speedups of the different con-
figurations of the KNN accelerator

sorter cores concurrently,
2) the standardized IMORC interface for memory controller

cores allowed us to move the storage of vectors from
internal to external RAM which allows us to address
much larger problem sizes, and

3) IMORC’s load sensors largely helped us to identify
performance bottlenecks in the architecture and indicated
at which places we had to further optimize the system.

In our current implementation, the distance calculator and
sorter modules are running at 125MHz, the discarder at
150MHz, and the on-chip memory is configured for running
at 200MHz.

Using IMORC, we have been able to quickly synthesize
four configurations of the KNN accelerator and compare their
runtimes to a software reference implementation run on the
Opteron processor of the XD1000 system. The accelerator
configurations differ in the number of distance calculator and
sorter cores, while in all cases one discarder core has been
used.

Figure 2 shows a configuration of the KNN accelerator on
the XD1000 system with three distance calculator and three
sorter cores. The vectors are received from the host and stored
in the vector memory which is mapped to on-chip storage
elements. The distance memory is mapped to off-chip DDR-
SDRAM.

Table I presents the speedups for the different configurations
over a reference implementation of the algorithm running
on the 2.2GHz AMD Opteron processor of the XD1000
workstation. While the hardware is optimized in the way that it
only performs distance calculation and sorting once by storing
the appropriate vector numbers with each distance value,
the software is not optimized in this manner. However, the
reference software is using the much more efficient quicksort
algorithm while the accelerator is using bubblesort.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented the IMORC infrastructure
for performance monitoring and optimization of reconfigurable
computers. The case study has shown how the IMORC ar-
chitectural template facilitates the development of cores that

communicate via the IMORC on-chip network. Farming cores
have enabled us to parallelize runtime intensive functions with
multiple hardware cores, which has allowed us to scale the
performance of the architecture with minimal changes to the
design. The performance optimization process has been guided
by data gathered from the performance counters, which has
resulted in speedups of up to 74× over a commodity processor.

In future we plan to extend our work in two main directions.
First, we plan to work towards an integrated performance
analysis and optimization approach that uses data gathered by
the performance counters to calibrate analytical or statistical
performance models. Second, we will look into automatically
mapping formal application models, e.g. process networks, to
IMORC architectures.
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